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Abstract
In current publication analyses of time series of larch bud moth (Zeiraphera diniana Gn.) dynamics are
considered. For fitting of time series Moran - Ricker model with time lags was used. Estimations of model
parameters were provided with non-traditional approach: for every considered case feasible sets of points in
space of model parameters were determined where selected statistical criterions give required results for
deviations between theoretical (model) and empirical datasets. In all considered situations obtained results
were compared with other results obtained with least squared method. It was obtained that Moran – Ricker
model without time lag and with time lag in one year is not suitable for fitting of time series. Best
correspondences on quantitative and qualitative levels between model trajectories and empirical dataset were
found for cases with time lag in 3 years.
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1 Introduction
For estimation of ecological model parameters various methods and approaches can be used – from expert
estimations up to Bayesian approach (Bard, 1974; Borovkov, 1984; Draper and Smith, 1981; Wood, 2001 a, b
and others). For one and the same model which is used for fitting of one and the same time series we can get
various estimations for model parameters: expert estimations, estimations obtained with least square method,
obtained with method of maximum likelihood etc. Naturally, in some situations question about better
estimations does not arise, and in some situations question about correspondence of model and time series
does not arise too.
Let us assume that parameters of following discrete-time model must be estimated:
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xk1  F(xk ,) .

(1)

In (1) x k is population size at moment k , k  0,1,2... ; 

is vector of model parameters; F is

non-negative function (for non-negative values x k and admissible values of parameters). Let us additionally
to assume that at initial time moment k  0 population size is equal to x 0 and it is unknown amount which
must be estimated too.
Let {x k* } , k  0,1,..., N , be empirical time series of population size changing in time; N  1 is
sample size. Using this sample {x k* } we have to estimate model parameters  and initial population size

x0 .
Use of least square method (LSM) (Bard, 1974; Borovkov, 1984) is based on assumption that best
estimations of model parameters can be found with minimizing of sum of squared deviations between
theoretical (model) and empirical datasets. If time series is approximated by model trajectory (global fitting;
Wood, 2001 a, b) loss-function can be presented in the following form:
N



Q ( , x 0 )   x k ( , x 0 )  x k*



2

.

(2)

k 0



In (2) {x k (

, x0 )} is model (1) trajectory obtained for fixed values of  and x 0 . Let’s also assume

that for certain point ( ** , x 0** ) there is a global minimum in (2):
2
 N
Q( ** , x0** )  min
  x k ( , x0 )  x k*  .
r
 , x0  k  0






(3)

Following a traditional approach (Bard, 1974; Borovkov, 1984; Draper and Smith, 1981) after
determination of estimations ( ** , x 0** ) analysis of set of deviations {e k } between theoretical and
empirical datasets must be provided:

ek  x k ( ** , x 0** )  x k* .

(4)

Model (1) is recognized to be suitable for fitting of considering time series if following conditions are
truthful: deviations {e k } are values of independent stochastic variables with Normal distribution and with
zero average. Following these assumptions Kolmogorov – Smirnov, Lilliefors, Shapiro – Wilk or other tests
are used for checking of Normality of deviations (Bolshev and Smirnov, 1983; Lilliefors, 1967; Shapiro et al.,
1968). For checking of independence of stochastic variables Durbin – Watson and/or Swed – Eisenhart tests
are used (Draper and Smith, 1981; Hollander and Wolfe, 1973; Likes and Laga, 1985).
If in the sequence of residuals (4) serial correlation is observed it gives a background for conclusion that
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considering model isn’t suitable for fitting and needs in modification. It means also that some of important
factors or processes were not taken into account within the framework of model. Similar conclusion about
model and its applicability to fitting can be made in situation when hypothesis about Normality of deviations
must be rejected (for selected significance level). In other words, final conclusion about suitability of model
for approximation of considering time series is based on analysis of properties of unique point ( ** , x 0** ) in
the space of model parameters.
In our opinion, this is one of basic problems of LSM: a’priori it is impossible to exclude from
consideration a situation when nearest to ( ** , x 0** ) points have required properties. One more problem of
LSM is absence of a background for assumption about Normality of deviations. This is very strong condition
and it must be reduced to two other conditions – symmetry of distribution with respect to origin and monotonic
behaviour of branches of density function (Nedorezov, 2012, 2015a, b).
Next problem of LSM is following: there are no criterions for selection of loss-function. This function
may have form (2) (with or without system of weights), it can be a sum of absolute values of deviations etc.
This freedom in selection of loss-function is based on absence of real correlation with biological problem, and
it is based on desire for obtaining of one point only but not set of points. Note that even in a case when model
(1) is a law of population dynamics with natural values of parameters, there are no reasons for assumption that
it must give minimum of any abstract loss-function.
Before finding of any special point in a space of parameters basic criterions for sets of deviations between
theoretical and empirical datasets must be determined. On the next step it will allow determination of a feasible
set – this is a set in the space of model parameters where all statistical criterions demonstrate required results.
After that it is possible to use any loss-functions within the limits of feasible set. It is possible but not
obligatory step – structure of feasible set depends on significance levels, and changing of these levels it will be
possible to find points with extreme properties. These extreme points give best approximation for time series
from the standpoint of selected criterions (but not from standpoint of loss-function).
In current publication this alternative approach is under consideration. Moran – Ricker model with time
lags is applied for fitting of larch bud moth (LBM) time series (Zeiraphera diniana Gn.; Baltensweiler, 1964,
1978). For every considering particular case (which are determined by length of time lags) obtained results
compare with results obtained with LSM and biological imaginations about LBM dynamics.
In our previous publication (Nedorezov and Sadykova, 2015) we applied Moran – Ricker model with
time lags for fitting of larch bud moth time series. But not all basic dynamic regimes were presented in pointed
out publication. In current publication we analyze wider spectrum of dynamic regimes which may have
relation to larch bud moth dynamics.
2 Basic Requirements to Model and Set of Deviations
Mathematical model can be recognized as suitable for approximation of time series if following requirements
are truthful:
1. Deviations between theoretical and empirical datasets must have a symmetric distribution with respect to
origin. Branches of density function must be monotonic curves – it must increase in negative part of straight
line, and it must decrease in right part.


Let {ek } be a set of positive deviations, and {ek } is a set of negative deviations (4) with sign minus.

Distribution has symmetry with respect to origin if and only if samples {ek } and {ek } have one and the
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same distribution function. It allows using criterions for homogeneity – Kolmogorov – Smirnov test, Lehmann
– Rosenblatt test, and Mann – Whitney test ((Bolshev and Smirov, 1983; Hollander and Wolfe, 1973; Likes
and Laga, 1985). For testing of property of monotonic behavior of branches of density function Spearman rank
correlation coefficient was used.
2. Hypotheses about existence of serial correlation in sequences of residuals must be rejected. For testing of
this property Swed – Eisenhart test (Draper and Smith, 1981) and test “jump up –jump down” (Likes and Laga,
1985) were used below.
3. Behavior of model trajectory must correspond to behavior of time series. If for every increasing of values in
time series model demonstrates decreasing of values there are no backgrounds for conclusion about suitability
of model for fitting of considering sample. Thus, quota q of cases when time series and model trajectory
demonstrate different changes must be rather small. In other words, Null hypothesis H 0 : q  0.5 with
alternative hypothesis H 1 : q  0.5 must be rejected.
Pointed out set of statistical criterions was used as for determination of points of feasible sets as for
finding points with strongest properties. For example, if hypothesis about symmetry of distribution cannot be
rejected with 5% significance level it does not mean that Null hypothesis must be accepted (p-value can be
rather small and close to 0.05). But if this hypothesis cannot be rejected with 95% significance level it means
that we have to accept it.
Changing of values of significance levels allows finding small number of points in a space of model
parameters with extreme properties. These points can be used as estimations for parameters. This is the first
basic idea of considering approach. The second idea is following: assuming that every point of feasible set can
be used as estimation of model parameters stochastic point with uniform distribution within the limits of
feasible set will allow obtaining a distribution of possible dynamic regimes. This distribution can also be used
as background for conclusion about population dynamics.
3 Larch Bud Moth Population Dynamics
3.1 Used time series and models
Regular observations of the changing of larch bud moth (Zeiraphera diniana Gn.) population densities in time
in Swiss Alps (Upper Engadine valley) had been started in 1949 (Auer, 1977; Baltensweiler, 1964, 1978). In
current publication time series on larch bud moth dynamics were used which can be free downloaded in
Internet (NERC Centre for Population Biology, Imperial College (1999) The Global Population Dynamics
Database, N 1407). Unit of measurement is number of larva per kilogram of branches. As it was pointed out in
GPDD, data were collected on 1800 m above sea level that corresponds to optimal zone of species living
(Isaev et al., 1984, 2001). Sample contains 38 values (first point corresponds to 1949).
Below we’ll follow one of basic concepts about larch bud moth dynamics: periodicity of population
fluctuations can be explained by influence of time lag in a reaction of self-regulation mechanisms (Isaev et al.,
1984, 2001; Berryman and Stark, 1985; Berryman, 1981, 2002; Sadykova and Nedorezov, 2013; Nedorezov
and Utyupin, 2011). Moran – Ricker model is one of well-known and well-studied models, and it has very rich
set of dynamic regimes (Moran, 1950; Ricker, 1954):

 m

x k 1  Ax k exp  a j x k  j  , m  0,1,2,3 .
 j 0

In (5) all parameters are non-negative, k
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positive, x k0  0 , k  0,1,2,3 . Note, that it was proved that model (5) with m  1 can give good
approximation for some time series of larch bud moth dynamics (McCallum, 2000).
3.2 Moran – Ricker model with m  0
Within the framework of traditional approach following estimations were obtained (Nedorezov, Sadykova,
2015): Qmin  465435.7 , x0  53.44 , A  517.0 , a 0  0.1168 . Qmin is minimum value of
functional

form

(2)-(3).

Obtaining

values

of

stochastic

points

with

uniform

distribution

in

  [0,100]  [0,1000 ]  [0,1] we get a possibility to analyze structure of feasible set  . In Fig. 1 there is a
projection of feasible set onto plane ( A, a 0 ) (for all criterions one and the same 5% significance level was
used). As one can see in fig. 1 LSM-estimation is far from a domain of maximum of point’s concentration:

18.5  A  70 , a0  0.05 approximately. Moreover, LSM-estimation doesn’t belong to  .
For LSM-estimations analysis of properties of deviations {e k } (4) allowed obtaining following results:
hypothesis about Normality of deviations must be rejected with 0.1% significance level (Shapiro – Wilk test).
Probability that distribution of deviations is symmetry is very small: p  0.002507 for Wald – Wolfowitz
test and p  0.025 for Kolmogorov – Smirnov test. Thus, within the framework of traditional approach we
have to conclude that Moran – Ricker model (5) with m  0 is not suitable for fitting of considering time
series.

Fig. 1 Projection of feasible set for Moran – Ricker model without time lag onto plane
minimum of functional form (2)-(3).
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Rem
mark. Markedd in Fig. 1 pooints correspond to situattions when foor fixed values of parameeters A andd
0
a 0 it is possible to point
p
out initiial value x 0 which givess a model trajjectory and seet of deviatio
ons satisfyingg

p
doesn’tt mark it meaans that for fi
fixed values of
o parameterss
to all staatistical criterrions describeed above. If point

A and a 0 , and all possible
p
valuues of initial population
p
sizze one of criterions cannott be applied (for
( example,,
when wee have small number
n
of neegative or poositive deviatiions) or whenn one of criteerions give neegative resultt
(absence of symmetryy, existence of
o serial correlation etc.).
0
Poinnt x 0  50.6028 , A  29.0773 , a 0  0.0263 has folloowing propeerties. Hypothesis aboutt

symmetrry cannot be rejected witth 99.9996% significance level (Kolm
mogorov – Sm
mirnov test), with 99.7%
%
significannce level (L
Lehmann – Rosenblatt
R
teest), with 96
6.8% significcance level (Mann – Whitney
W
test)..
Hypothesis about eqquivalence off Spearman rank
r
correlattion coefficieent to 0 musst be rejected
d with o.1%
%
f sample sizze 38 and 0.11% significan
nce level; reall
significannce level (criitical value foor t-test is equual to 0.513 for
value forr t-test for coonsidering pooint 0.63913). Thus, hypothesis about symmetry annd monotonicc behavior off
branchess of density fuunction must be accepted.
Hyppothesis abouut absence off serial correlaation cannot be rejected with
w 25.4% siignificance leevel (Swed –
Eisenharrt test) and wiith 20% signiificance levell (test “jump up
u –jump dow
wn”; critical levels are equ
ual to 21 andd
29, and value
v
of test is equal to 25).

Fig. 2 Asyymptotic stablee dynamic regiime for Moran – Ricker mod
del with
5-cycle.

m  0 . Sets b1 ,…
…, b5

are elem
ments of fuzzyy

Valuues of autocoorrelation funnction calcullated for 20000 values off trajectory affter 2  10 6 free steps off
model belong to cloose interval [0.48115,0.999827 ] . Every fifth value of auutocorrelation
n function iss
mptotic stablee dynamic reegime can be classified ass (close to) fu
uzzy 5-cycle..
greater thhan 0.0007155. Thus, asym
Subsets of this 5-cyycle b1 ,…, b5 are preesented on plane
p
(log10 x, log10 y ) in Fig. 2 where x iss
populatioon density, annd y is a biirth rate, y k  x k 1 / x k .
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Let  be a stochastic variable with uniform distribution on feasible set which is equal to length of
(asymptotic) cycle which is realized for respective point of the space of model parameters. In such a case
probability P{  k } is equal to quota of respective dynamic regimes among all dynamic regimes which can
be observed for points from feasible set. Distribution of stochastic variable  can be as element of
background of final conclusion about population dynamic regime. For considering situation it was obtained
that probability of event {  1000} is equal to 0.935 approximately. Some other probabilities have
following values: P{  4}  0.0184 , P{  5}  0.0102 , P{  6}  0.015 , P{  8}  0.0029
(other probabilities are much smaller). Probability of event {29    1000} is equal to zero.
It allows concluding that regimes with strongest properties, most probable regimes, and regimes with
LSM-estimations don’t correspond to biological imaginations about larch bud moth fluctuations (Isaev et al.,
1984, 2001; Auer, 1977; Baltensweiler, 1964, 1978).
3.3 Moran – Ricker model with m  1
Within the framework of traditional approach following results were obtained (Nedorezov and Sadykova,
2015):

Qmin  154148.4 ,

x 00  4.148  10 14 ,

x10  0.1274 ,

A  8.3 ,

a 0  2.205  10 3 ,

a1  0.02214 . For these parameters asymptotic stable regime is 18-cycle with rather close values of cyclic
coordinates (Fig. 3). It looks like double 9-cycle, and in this occasion it corresponds to biological imagination
about larch bud moth dynamics (Auer, 1977; Baltensweiler, 1964, 1978). But analysis of deviations shows that
hypothesis about Normality must be rejected with 1% significance level; serial correlation is also observed in
sequence of residuals (Swed – Eisenhart test).
Within the boundaries of set   [0,100 ]  [0,100 ]  [0,1000 ]  [0,1]  [0,1] 50000 points of feasible
set  were found (with the help of stochastic variable with uniform distribution). Probability to find a point
in  belonging to  is equal to 5.3356  10 5 approximately. Final picture is close to presented in fig. 1
(it is obvious that set  for Moran – Ricker model with m  0 is a subset for new one). New domains of
point’s concentration on the plane ( A, a 0 ) were not identified.
The following point x 00  44.705 , x1  53.333 , A  719.01 , a 0  0.0318 , a1  0.0017 has
0

best characteristics with respect to symmetry. Value of Kolmogorov – Smirnov test is equal to 0.4425
(hypothesis about symmetry cannot be rejected with 98.7411% significance level); value of Lehmann –
Rosenblatt test is equal to 0.03305 (93.315%); value of Mann – Whitney test is equal to 0.0908 (92.04%). It
means that Null hypothesis about symmetry of distribution of residuals must be accepted.
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n – Ricker modeel with
Fig. 3 Asymptotic stable dynamicc regime (18-cyycle) for Moran

m 1

Fiig. 4 Asymptotiic stable dynam
mic regime for Moran
M
– Ricker model with

for LSM-estimations.

m  1.

Likee in previous case hypotheesis about eqquivalence of Spearman raank correlation coefficient to 0 must bee
rejected with 0.1% siignificance leevel (t-test iss equal to 0.7
74483>0.5133). Hypothesiis about abseence of seriall
vel (Swed – Eisenhart
E
testt); value of test “jump upp
correlatioon cannot be rejected withh 67.44% siggnificance lev
–jump down”
d
is equual to 21: hyypothesis aboout absence of serial corrrelation cannnot be rejectted with 5%
%
significannce level andd must be rejeected with 20%
% level.
Valuues of autocoorrelation funnction calculaated for 20000
00 values of model
m
trajecttory and afterr 200000 freee
steps off model beloong to closee interval [
mics has irregular naturee: monotonicc
0.033,0.0776] . Dynam
i
Inn
increasinng, fast decreaasing of popuulation size (dduring one sttep of model)) with furtherr monotonic increasing.
Fig. 4 set of poinnts belonginng to asympptotic stablee dynamic regime
r
is ppresented on
n the planee

(log10 x, log10 y ) . Similar
S
behavvior of autocoorrelation fun
nction and siimilar structuure of set of points
p
on thee
plane (llog10 x, log100 y ) were obbserved in caases when pro
obabilities off rejection of hhypotheses about
a
absencee
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of serial correlation were minimized.
Analysis of points of feasible set shows that cycles of various lengths can correspond to considering time
series: 1-cycle (regime of asymptotic stabilization or rather small fluctuations near stable level with variance
which is less than 10-40), 2,…, 7, 11, 15, 16, 19, 27, 30, 56. 8-cycles and 9-cycles were not found. Cycles with
lengths 16 and 27 don’t look like double or triple 8-cycle or 9-cycle: in these cases dynamic regimes with very
long phases of population increasing were observed.
For considering case P{  1}  0.0164 , P{  2}  0.0131 . Other probabilities are much less
these values. Biggest probability is equal to 0.9546 for event {  1000} . Thus, in both considered cases
( m  0 and m  1 ) dynamic regimes don’t correspond to existing imaginations about population dynamics.
3.4 Moran – Ricker model with m  2
Let’s consider situation when time lag is equal to 2. Minimum of squared deviations (3) Qmin  92099.1
was observed for the following values of model parameters: x 00  5.638  10 15 , x1  2.653  10
0

16

,

x 20  0.07208 , A  20.076 , a 0  8.155  10 3 , a1  1.6994  10 3 , a 2  0.02097 . Analysis of
deviations showed that for Kolmogorov–Smirnov test p < 0.05; for Lilliefors test p < 0.01; for Shapiro – Wilk
test p < 10-5 (Bolshev and Smirnov, 1983; Shapiro et al., 1968; Lilliefors, 1967). Thus, model (5) with
LSM-estimations cannot be used for fitting of empirical time series.
Within the boundaries of set  : 0  x k0  0.1 , 0  A  40 , 0  a k  0.03 , k  0,1,2 , – 50000
points of feasible set  were found. Probability to find in  a point belonging to  is equal to
0.000915 approximately.
Point

x 00  0.06564 ,

x10  0.02832 ,

x 20  0.0211 ,

A  27.607 ,

a 0  0.01207 ,

a1  0.000138 , a 2  0.01257 of the feasible set has following properties: hypothesis about symmetry of
deviations cannot be rejected with 99.9991% significance level (Kolmogorov – Smirnov test), with 99.7%
(Lehmann – Rosenblatt test), and with 98.81% (Mann – Whitney test). Hypothesis about equivalence of
Spearman rank correlation coefficient to 0 must be rejected with 0.1% significance level (t-test is equal to
0.7947). Hypothesis about absence of serial correlation cannot be rejected with 10.37% significance level
(Swed – Eisenhart test); value of test “jump up – jump down” is equal to 22: hypothesis about absence of serial
correlation cannot be rejected with 20% significance level. This point with extreme properties doesn’t
correspond to biological imaginations about larch bud moth dynamics: asymptotic stable dynamic regime is
strong 7-cycle.
Another point with extreme properties is following: x 00  0.0098 , x1  0.0902 , x 2  0.0585 ,
0

0

A  27.758 , a 0  0.0174 , a1  0.00655 , a 2  0.0181 . Hypothesis about symmetry of deviations
cannot be rejected with 99.9996% significance level (Kolmogorov – Smirnov test), with 99.7% (Lehmann –
Rosenblatt test), and with 89.31% (Mann – Whitney test). Hypothesis about equivalence of Spearman rank
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correlation coefficient to 0 must be rejected with 0.1% significance level (t-test is equal to 0.8947). Hypothesis
about absence of serial correlation cannot be rejected with 28.37% significance level (Swed – Eisenhart test);
value of test “jump up – jump down” is equal to 20: hypothesis about absence of serial correlation cannot be
rejected with 5% significance level.
This point with extreme properties doesn’t also correspond to biological imaginations about larch bud
moth dynamics: asymptotic stable dynamic regime is non-periodic. Values of autocorrelation function belong
to close interval [ 0.2284,0.4088] . Asymptotic stable regime constructed for 20000 points (after 106 free
steps of model) on the plane (log10 x, log 10 y ) is presented in Fig. 5a. Approximation of considering time
series by initial part of model trajectory is presented in Fig. 5b. Visual analysis of these pictures shows that we
have not a background for conclusion that in this case Moran – Ricker model gives good fitting. In particular,
number of extreme points of trajectory (Fig. 5b) is much bigger than number of extreme points of time series.
Asymptotic trajectory of model is rather difficult, and we cannot say it has relation to larch bud moth dynamics
or not.
Analysis of points of feasible set shows that cycles of various lengths belong to this set. Like in previous
case biggest probability is equal to 0.9 for event {  1000} . For 1-cycle probability is equal to 0.01634; for
9-cycle P{  9}  0.01202 , and for 8-cycle P{  8}  0.00892 . In a group of regimes which are close
to 9-cycle, it is possible to point out strong 9-cycles, double 9-cycles (cycles of the length 18), and fuzzy
9-cycles with close coordinates (every ninth step values of autocorrelation function is bigger than 0.999). It
allows concluding that within the boundaries of feasible set it is possible to find dynamic regimes which are
close to biological imaginations about larch bud moth dynamics. But quota of these regimes is rather small.
3.5 Moran – Ricker model with m  3
Let us consider the situation with m  3 . Minimum Qmin  92018.9 of squared deviations (3) was
observed for the following values of model parameters:

x 20  4.2  10 16 ,

x30  1.4837 ,

x 00  4.97  10 14 , x10  1.61  10 16 ,

A  19.8439 , a 0  0.0081 , a1  0.0018 , a 2  0.0186 ,

a3  0.0021 . Analysis of deviations showed that for Kolmogorov–Smirnov test p  0.05 ; for Lilliefors
test p  0.01 ; for Shapiro– Wilk test p  10

5

(Bolshev and Smirnov, 1983; Shapiro et al., 1968;

Lilliefors, 1967). Thus, Moran – Ricker model with LSM-estimations of model parameters cannot be applied
for fitting of considering time series. Asymptotic stable dynamic regime is not cycling with length of cycle in
1000 years or less.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5 Asyymptotic stable dynamic regim
me for Moran – Ricker model with m  2 on the plane
approximaation of time serries (solid line)) by initial part of model trajecctory (broken linne) (b).

Witthin the booundaries off set

( 10 x, logg10 y )
(log

(a) andd

 : 0  x k0  0.1 , k  0,1,2 , 0  x30  2 , 0  A  40 ,

0  a k  0.02 , k  0,1,2,3 , – 50000 poinnts of feasiblee set  weere found. Probability to find
f
in  a
point bellonging to  is equal to 0.002023 approximateely.
0
0
0.5404 , a0  0.00788 ,
Poinnt x 0  0.0969 , x1  0.0914 , x 2  0.0802 , x 3  1.798
84 , A  20

0

0

a1  0.00541
0
, a 2  0.00052 , a3  0.015
584 of the feasible set has followinng propertiess: hypothesiss
about sym
mmetry of deviations
d
cannnot be rejected with 99.9
9979% signifficance level (Kolmogoro
ov – Smirnovv
test), witth 97.432% (Lehmann
(
– Rosenblatt
R
test), and with 97.66% (Maann – Whitneey test). Hypo
othesis aboutt
equivalennce of Spearm
man rank corrrelation coeffficient to 0 must
m be rejectted with 0.1%
% significancee level (t-testt
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is equal to
t 0.9295). Hypothesis
H
about absence of
o serial correelation cannoot be rejected with 31.63%
% significancee
level (Sw
wed – Eisenhaart test); valuue of test “jum
mp up – jump
p down” is eqqual to 21: hyypothesis abou
ut absence off
serial corrrelation cannnot be rejecteed with 5% siggnificance lev
vel and must be rejected w
with 20% leveel.
Asyymptotic dynaamic regime with pointedd out parametters is strong 28-cycle (Figg. 6a). It con
nsists of threee
outbreakk trajectories of
o various lenngths. Moreoover, considerring regime has
h followingg important features:
fe
birthh
rate decrreases in dom
main where birrth rate is biggger than onee (parts of trajjectory 13-155 and 22-24), and this ratee
increasess in domain where
w
it’s less than one (pparts of trajecctory 9-11, 188-20, and 26-1). Such kind
d of behaviorr
of modeel trajectory was theoretiically explainned in our publications
p
(within the framework of model off
Kolmogoorov type; Isaaev et al., 19884, 2001) andd can be obseerved for variious trajectorries of outbreak species off
forest inssects. Thus, we
w have goood backgrounnd for conclusion that larcch bud moth dynamics co
orresponds too
28-years cycle.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 Asymptotic
A
stabble dynamic regime
r
(strongg 28-cycle) forr Moran – Ricker
R
model w
with m  3 on the planee
(log10 x, log10 y ) (a)), and approxim
mation of time seeries (solid linee) by initial partt of model trajectory (broken liine) (b).

milar propertiees (Fig. 7) are observed foor fuzzy 16-ccycle which is
i realized forr following extreme
e
pointt
Sim
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x 00  0.0231
0

x10  0.0768 ,

x 20  0.0315
0
,

x30  0.2691 ,
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A  19.364 ,

a 0  0.00904 ,

a1  0.000375 , a 2  4.48  10 5 , a3  0.0136 of the feasible
f
set. Like
L for previious dynamicc regime birthh
rate decrreases in dom
main where biirth rate is biggger than onee (Fig. 7a), annd this rate inncreases in domain wheree
it’s less than
t
one. Auttocorrelation function is bigger
b
than 0.995 every 166th value of aargument, and
d bigger 0.955
thh
every 8 value of arguument.
Hyppothesis about symmetryy of deviatiions cannot be rejectedd with 99.99999% signifficance levell
(Kolmoggorov – Smirnnov test), with 99.7% (Leehmann – Ro
osenblatt test)), and with 889.48% (Man
nn – Whitneyy
test). Hyypothesis abouut equivalencce of Spearm
man rank correelation coeffiicient to 0 muust be rejecteed with 0.1%
%
significannce level (t-ttest is equal to
t 0.8982). Hypothesis
H
abo
out absence of
o serial correelation canno
ot be rejectedd
with 13.668% significaance level (S
Swed – Eisenhart test); vaalue of test “jump up – jum
mp down” iss equal to 22::
hypothessis about abseence of serial correlation cannot
c
be rejeected with 20% significancce level.
Anaalysis of poinnts of feasiblle set  shhows that cyccles of variouus lengths beelong to thiss set. Like inn
previous cases biggest probabilityy is observedd for the eveent {  100
00} and is eequal to 0.77759. But thiss
d for 9-cyclee
probabiliity is much less than thhe same onee of previouss cases. Bigg probability is observed

P{  9}  0.081488 , and it is bigger than all other proobabilities forr sub-events of {  10000} . Severall
other proobabilities arre followingg: P{  8}  0.02248 , P{  10}  0.0229 , P{  18}  0.02566 .
In a grouup of regimess which are close to 9-cycle, it is possible to point out
o strong 8- , 9-, and 10-cycles, fuzzyy
cycles off same lengthhs etc. It allow
ws concludinng that within
n the boundarries of feasiblle set it is possible to findd
other dynnamic regimees which are close
c
to bioloogical imaginations about larch
l
bud mooth dynamics..

(aa)
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(b
b)
Fig. 7 Asymptotic
A
stabble dynamic regime
r
(fuzzy 16-cycle) forr Moran – Ricker model w
with
(log10 x, log10 y ) (a)); (b) – the samee regime but wiithout lines betw
ween nearest pooints of cycle.

m3

on the planee

n three years, m  3 , alllowed obtain
ning dynamicc
Thuus, use of Mooran – Rickeer model withh time lag in
regimes which are close to consiidering time series on qu
uantitative annd qualitativee levels. Forr cases whenn

m  3 , regimes
r
withh same characcteristics werre not found (it
( is possiblee to point outt regimes wh
hich are closee
on quantitative level but
b not on qualitative level).
usion
4 Conclu
One of very important stages inn analysis of
o correspond
dence between empiricall time seriess and modell
mination of prroperties of set
s of deviations. If distribbution of devviations is no
ot symmetricc
trajectoriies is determ
with resppect to originn or if serial correlation iss observed in
n a sequence of residuals it gives a bacckground forr
conclusioon that modell is not suitabble for fitting of considered
d time series..
In current
c
publiccation for fittting of larch bud moth tim
me series by trajectories oof Moran – Ricker
R
modell
with timee lags the following proceedure was useed. First of alll, with the heelp of Monte Carlo metho
ods in a spacee
of modell parameters points
p
of feassible sets werre determined
d. Feasible seet was defineed as a set of points in thee
space of model param
meters which correspond too deviations satisfying
s
to certain statisttical criterion
ns. Collectionn
mann – Rosenb
blatt tests forr
of statistiical criterionss includes Koolmogorov – Smirnov, Maann – Whitneey, and Lehm
checkingg of symmetryy of distributtion of deviattions. It also includes
i
Sweed – Eisenharrt test and tesst “jump up –
jump dow
wn” for checcking of absennce/existencee of serial corrrelation in sequences of residuals, and
d some otherr
statisticaal tests.
For every considdered case (foor different values of timee lag in Moraan – Ricker m
model) about 50000 pointss
w
found, and
a for everyy set points with extreme properties
p
weere determined
d. Finding off
of every feasible set were
w extreme properties
p
is based on folllowing idea:: these pointss give best fiitting of conssidering timee
points with
series froom the standd point of sellected statistiical criterion
ns. For exam
mple, if hypotthesis about symmetry off
distributiion cannot be
b rejected with
w
5% signnificance lev
vel it doesn’tt mean that we have to accept Nulll
hypothessis (because p-value
p
can be
b rather smaall, for examp
ple, p  0.06
0 ). Strongerr result is folllowing: Nulll
hypothessis cannot be rejected withh 20% signifi
ficance level. But strongesst result correesponds to sittuation whenn
Null hyppothesis cannnot be rejecteed with 99% significance level: in succh a situationn we have to
o accept Nulll
hypothessis.
Anaalysis of poinnts with extreeme propertiees allowed ob
btaining that best results aare observed for situationn
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when time lag is in three years. In this situation correspondence of theoretical and empirical datasets is
observed on quantitative (all statistical criterions are satisfied with extreme values of significance levels) and
qualitative (behavior of model trajectory corresponds to behavior of empirical time series) levels. Provided
analysis allows concluding that asymptotic stable dynamic regime of larch bud moth is strong 28-cycle (cycle
in 28 years with three maximum points) or fuzzy 16-cycle (cycle in 16 years).
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